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Financial challenges of big corporate groups
Business function diagnostics and Target operating model for finance function 

P R O J E C T  B A C K G R O U N D

Business models have become more complex; 

however, reporting processes have not kept 

pace with these changes.

Mergers have created organizations with 

disparate systems and multiple business 

models and reporting needs.

Decentralization has been pursued in an effort 

to improve responsiveness and encourage 

entrepreneurship.

Tax strategies and globalization have created 

multiple statutory and regulatory requirements 

for financial information.

Point solutions continue to be implemented to 

address specific industry or operational needs

THE CHALLENGE

The results of a properly executed project are a 

more useful and relevant reporting, freed up 

time of finance teams and increased speed &

agility with regards to managing all types of 

financial information,  which translates into a 

increased speed and relevance of 

management decision making.

… is a project, intended for diverse 

corporate groups, which own companies 

with legacy issues and integrated local 

specifics, which need to be unified in order 

to achieve maximum efficiency and foster a 

unified corporate culture of CFO 

professionals across the group.

Complex processes have been addressed 

with manual spreadsheets, complex 

reconciliations, and disparate systems that 

have a higher cost.

Closing processes have evolved rather than 

being designed.

Multiple processes that need to be staffed 

and supported have emerged.

Demand for information continues to increase 

as the tools become more sophisticated.

Point solutions do not always integrate with 

the main financial reporting system.

Intense competition for internal working 

capital.

IMPLICATION ON PROCESSESS

B A C K G R O U N D
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Typical finance process issues in big companies
Issue group no.1 – Data preparation and transfer

Data entry rules

Data entry rules for entering transactions are not clearly 

defined, thereby causing large adjustments at EOP

Intercompany transaction accounting is not streamlined

Transaction data

Transaction data needs a high amount of reconciliation 

after posting to the general ledger.
Processes are not established to audit data during the monthly cycle.

One sided entries

One-sided entries are made and are not appropriately 

reconciled.
Processes are manually intensive and key person dependent

T Y P I C A L I S S U E S

Data issues Process issues
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Typical finance process issues in big companies
Issue group no.2 – Ledger close and results validation

Data entry rules

The general ledger is used as a data repository, thereby 

causing lack of visibility to core journal entries

Complex accruals and validation entries are needed and take an 

enourmus amount of time to prepare.

Policies and procedures

Policies and procedures are not clearly established or 

defined for the period-end closing process.
Multiple definitions of the general ledger and accounting rules exist 

across the organisation

Legacy issues

Multiple legacy systems require signifcant manual 

intervention to post entries to the general ledger
Hard-closes are not performed on a monthly basis.

T Y P I C A L I S S U E S

Legacy issues Process issues



Scope of the 
project
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Business function diagnostic & Target operating model for 
finance function

01 Unification of Chart of Accounts (CoA)

• Identification of areas for optimization of CoA and alignment with Group and proposal of possible solutions,

• Methodological and legislative advice and implementation in the spheres of legislative requirements (expertise in GAAPs and tax computation requirements in 

various jurisdictions),

• Implementation of mapping statutory charts of accounts to Group unified CoA,

• Implementation of unified CoA process, including implementation on the design of the process and design and implementation of associated controls,

• Implementation measures regarding qualitative data completeness and appropriateness assessment in order to meet the project objectives, including analysis 

whether analytical information is sufficient for consolidation and reporting purposes.

02 Update of Group accounting policy and accounting manual

• Preparation (co-preparation) of updated Group accounting policy and Group accounting manual,

• Implementation of changes following the updated Group accounting policies in order to achieve alignment with parent company,

• Development of instructions for specific and/or complex transaction accounting and booking following the changes in the CoA,

• Methodological and technical expertise in various GAAPs, which extends also to the tax and legislation procedures and questions.

D I V I S I O N O F T H E P R O J E C T
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Business function diagnostic & Target operating model for 
finance function

03 Design and implementation of financial accounting and reporting process monitoring system

• Identification of areas of potential weakness and risk of material misstatement,

• Proposal of possible solutions for risk of material misstatement mitigation, including design of possible controls and approach to implementation and 

implementation of agreed-upon solutions,

• Assessment of operating effectiveness of controls implemented and implementation of follow-up actions,

• General IT controls assessment, identification of areas of weakness and areas for possible improvement. Proposal of possible solutions to gaps identified and 

agreed-upon proposals implemented.

04 Financial management reporting

• Hands-on mapping of unified CoA (implemented in sub-project 1) to the analytical tables required for the annual and interim reporting in accordance with IFRS,

• Conceptual design of the reports for the relevant stakeholder,

• Development of managing reporting package, mapping of accounts to the proforma and visualization development,

• Testing the accuracy and compliance of final output.

D I V I S I O N O F T H E P R O J E C T
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Business function diagnostic & Target operating model for 
finance function

05 Automatisation of consolidation project

• Preparation and implementation of necessary activities and content for the project of automatization of the consolidation process,

• Identification of source data quality gaps and mismatches and implementation of follow-up measures,

• Definition of consolidation exclusions for intragroup transactions and intragroup relations,

• Content-wise and methodological support to IT consultants during the automatisation phase.

D I V I S I O N O F T H E P R O J E C T
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Project through the ICB 4.0 standard

Chosen competencies 

discussed today

How to bypass the  „this is not possible“ 

and „we have always did it this way“

mantras?

What was the strategy of the project?

How was the daily „modus operandi“ set up?

How was the quality assurance set up and 

tracked?

Who was involved in the QA process?

Powers and

interests

Quality

Strategy#OPTIMUM 

PROJECT 

PERFORMANCE

I P M A  I C B  4 . 0  S T A N D A R D S

K E Y  Q U E S T I O N S   
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Quality Assurance step

After the problem or a question was identified, the operational project team conducted meetings with  client‘s staff. Where 
the question or a problem related to subsidiaries, we used conference calls and video conferencing.

After the operational project team obtained an understanding of the problem, they prepared a draft of the proposed 
solution. Draft solutions were always prepared in a step-by-step way, where each step was detailed and substantiated
with legislation or accounting & finance standards, where applicable.

2nd draft was then send to Deloitte‘s Centres of Excellence for final verification. We always asked the question „tell me 
why this would not work?“ If there was no answer to the question, the solution was marked as final and presented to the 
client.

After the preparation of the draft proposal for a solution was a internal discussion between the project team and senior 
Deloitte Slovenia staff with relevant experience to the problem.

Following such discussion, a 2nd draft of the proposed solution was made.

Process Description

Review by the COE‘s

First line QA –
internal discussion of 
the proposed solution

Preparation of a draft 
solution

1

2

3

Design of the Quality Assurance model
We used a three-party set up for tackling the majority of the IFRS, legal and optimisation questions

Competency #1

Q U A L I T Y
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Strategy pillar I

Due to the mix of complexity, interconnectedness and diversity of the tasks which needed to be performed, the project 
was broken down into 5 sub-projects.

Each of the sub-projects was designed  in a way which represented a holistic view of the tasks and activities needed in order 
to reach the project milestones.

A project manager was assigned to each of the 5 sub-projects. His/her task was to treat each of the sub-projects as a 
separate set of activities, goals and deadlines, but

Before the start of the sub-project, the activities, due-dates and goals were aligned to the due-dates, milestones and goals 
of the umbrella project.

Description

Each sub-project was 
assigned to a project 
manager

Breakdown of the 
project

1

2

Strategy of the project

Competency #2

S T R A T E G Y
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The problem 

Some of the client's employees understood the project and it‘s synonyms (optimisation, automatisation…) as a stepping 
stone to future layoffs, decreasing the headcount in the departments etc. Consequently, our initial interviews  with the 
employees (the topic was current design of processes) produces semi-useful information and insight.

The way to overcome this situation was to clearly communicate that the project is intended to decrease the amount of 
non-added value manual labour, increase the quality of data and give more time to them to produce meaningful analysis.

At the beginning of the project, we have experienced some push-back from the client‘s subsidiaries. When a proposed 
solution to the problem included bigger effort from subsidiaries, we often received a response „we cannot do this, due to 
constraints and requirements of the local legislation.“

The way around this problem was to utilize the extensive Deloitte network and to engage the local Deloitte offices in 
confirming or denying the statements of the subsidiaries.

Solution

Lack of buy-in from 
the subsidiaries

Resistance to change1

2

Powers and interests of stakeholders

Competency #3

P O W E R S  A N D  I N T E R E S T S


